FOUNTAINS
ITEM #
Item Name / Description

P3089

SF898

SF894

PD-3711

LITTLE MONSTERS
Little but very powerful cones, performance up to 12 feet!
Crackling with purple red pearls; silver Ti-explosion with red
lemon pearls; silk explosion with blue purple pearls; gold silk
chrys with green pearls.
FLAMING ORBIT
Get ready for a surprise as a spray of silver chrysanthemums and
an intense burst of crackle make way for massive silver thrusters
with red and blue torches that spin this entire fountain and send
sparks flying everywhere! Don’t miss the incredible and unique
spinning action! Be sure to light this one on a flat surface and
back away to watch it spin!
SPIN OFF
You've hit the jackpot with this rotating fountain! Collect your prize
of red and green crackling bouquet, blue stars with gold needles,
intense strobing color, and a spectacular spinning surprise full of
whistling and crackle!
AMAZING
A truly amazing fountain. White chrysanthemum w/red pearls;
spider net w/blue pearl; silver crackling chrysanthemum and white
chrysanthemum with green pearls; green plum and red plum, all
with an ear piercing crackle that will blow you away.

ROCKETS AND MISSILES
MI1511
ROCKETS RED GLARE

Pack

24/2/2

12/1

12/1

4/1

20/10

PD1538

STAR SMASHER ASSORTMENT
Watch as these rocket fly sky high and go out with a bang!

10/9

PD1523

16 OZ ROCKET
Watch this rocket go to new heights in the sky! Ending with a
bang!

24/4

OX1535

SUN RING ROCKET
Forms a perfect ring of fire overhead with each rocket. These ring
rockets are always a crowd pleaser!

20/3

SINGLE SHOT TUBES

DM112

BLASTER SHOTS
High quality Dominator single shot tubes with professional effects!

200G AERIALS
BOMB
JL1580
12 Shot- Colorful peony with white strobes.
FOXY
*NEW* 16 Shot - Rich colors, flying fish, and strobing stars
make this a truly "Foxy Firework". You will agree it is both
OX2102
beautiful and wild!
FRAG
*NEW* 7 Shot - Beautiful bursts in the sky with this item.
DM289
Multiple effects, in large colorful bursts.

24/6

24/1

24/1

24/1

200G AERIALS
ITEM #
Item Name / Description
LAWLESS
*NEW* 6 Shot - Includes six colorful shots to let your wild
DM2110
side out!
CRISS CROSS
16 Shot- Very bright red, purple, yellow and green crossettes!
P5162
Nice color and special effects!
MISS USA
12 Shot - Brocade king with red pearl plus white strobe, and red
HF3688
coconut with blue plus green strobe.

DM174C2
DM2114

DM279

DM236

DM213

DM2007

ATOM SMASHER
8 Shot - This supercharged item has rising color tails and wild
silver tourbillions bursting into color and loud crackle breaks.
ELECTRIC RAINBOW
12 Shot - High quality special effect crossette breaks!
GROUND ZERO
*NEW* 25 Shot - Features multi-colored peonies, red stars to
white strobe or delayed crackle, and a 5-shot finale.
HAMMERTIME
16 Shot - Each shot raises high with a loud crackling tail, only to
break into an explosive burst of more loud crackle.
HEAD SHOT
*NEW* 12 Shot - Features brocade with red strobes, green
strobes, and crackle.
LOUD CLOUD
16 Shot - Whistles to crackle flower breaks make this item perfect
for the finale.
NASTY AT NIGHT 25 SHOTS
25 Shot - Not to be messed with ... 25 shots of alternating blue
with silver palm comets and blue with sizzling crackle comets
slash the darkness of nightfall. Simple but hard to beat.

LBMJ1

DM286

P5118

SSM240

P5126
HF3645

DM2116

RED, WHITE, & BLUE BOMBS
16 shots - Each shot is a beautiful combination of white strobing
stars with alternating red and blue bursts.
STRONG MAN
16 Shot-Powerful multi-color palm tree with silver strobe, crackle
and time rain. You can hardly believe it is only 200g cake.
INSANE TRAFFIC
40 Shot- Crazy flying whizzing hummers create chaos in the air
as they emerge from clusters of erupting strobe mines.
BIG N BAD
12 Shot- A strong recommend cake with unbelievable big
breaking of palm tree and crackling flower!
INSIGHT
7 Shot - Colorful peonies and red dahlias with white strobes.
JULY'S SUPRISE
25 Shot - It will give you the rush of rising tails into willow and
crackle.

Pack

24/1

16/1

12/1

12/1
12/1

12/1

12/1

12/1

12/1

12/1

12/1

12/1

10/1

8/1
8/1

8/1

200G AERIALS
ITEM #
Item Name / Description

OX174C2
HF3644

SSM242

RODEO
8 Shot - Spinning tourbillion tails to peonies and crackling flowers.
WICKED
7 Shot - Silver chrys. and brocade crowns.
GO FIGHT WIN
4 Shot- A fantastic straight up aerial cake goes 4 rounds to deliver
heavy, big break, knock out performance. Loaded with strobe
peony shells mixed with red, blue, purple, and green color stars
this blockbuster shooter comes out on top in any show big or
small.

500G AERIALS
NAILED IT
15 Shot - Yeah man that's got it covered! A terrific blend of
satisfying effects gets this 15 shot baby done right and at a great
LBMJ12
price too! Why say more? Try it and see!
AMERICAN POWER
*NEW* 16 Shot - A great value, big bursts with the colors of
DM571
red, white, blue and green.
DEVILS FURY
*NEW* 9 Shot - This large size, no nonsense high
DM5404
performance item.
FANATIC FIREWORKS
*NEW* 14 shots – Fantastic colors, fan shape shots, make for
a new customer favorite.
OX5326
FORTHNITE
*NEW* 16 Shot - You will think the vikings are coming with
this 16 shots cake. A great value, big bursts and lots of
DM576
variety.
KILLER ROBOT
*NEW* 9 Shot - This product leaves a path of pyrotechnic
destruction with its 9 powerful breaks of color peony,
DM5318
flashing strobe and gold brocade.
KILLJOY
*NEW* 9 Shot - You won’t be the killjoy of the party with this
great performer! Big breaks of brilliant white strobes with red
DM5322
and blue stars.

OX5320

DM575

HF3658

SHOCK TREATMENT
*NEW* 9 Shot - Featuring breaks ending in white strobes or
red and white strobes. A great addition to any show!
UNDER FIRE
*NEW* 16 shots - A great value, big bursts and lots of variety.
ALL NIGHT LONG
23 Shot - Red dahlias with white strobe, red coconut with green
pearls, blue tail to gold coconut to color, and color dahlia with
silver chrys.

Pack

8/1
8/1

2/1

8/1

6/1

6/1

6/1

6/1

6/1

6/1

6/1

6/1

4/1

500G AERIALS
ITEM #
Item Name / Description
BLACK OUT
Colorful coconut, peony, strobe with silver chrys, and silver
HF3609
coconuts.

P5472

OX5101

OX5424

JL1731

LBM-162

LBM-135

LBM-220
PD3335

DM574A

JL1715

LBM-203

COLOR CASCADE
20 Shot- Strobe and color pearl mines to
ruby/emerald/blue/orange dahlias with red/green/yellow falling
leaves with shining strobes! Cascades of amazing colors!
COLORCLASM
*NEW* 25 Shot - Outstanding colors in this large fan cake.
Sure to be a new favorite.
CRATER CREATOR
*NEW* 12 Shot - You might be worried about making new
craters on the moon with the 12 powerful shots of mines to
shells.
DRAGON SLAYER
16 Shot- Red dahlia with white strobe and brocade horsetail, blue
green dahlia with gold strobe and brocade horsetail, purple lemon
dahlia with red strobe and brocade horsetail, purple lemon green
strobe and brocade horsetail.
GREAT NATION
30 Shot - A majestic 30 shot cake designed to honor the USA and
celebrate the freedoms it so enjoys. Sit back and bask in a
blazing display of red, white, blue, silver, and time rain crackle as
it overwhelms the night sky.
HIGH TREASON
15 Shot - Wanted for rebellion await their trial by fire. Silver
tourbillions, whistles, and crackling hang high in the sky followed
by brocade with red/white strobe. Red strobe mines lead off each
shot. You be the judge!
HOWLER MONKEY
*NEW* 22 Shot - Listen to this primal scream of 22 deafening
whistles with long silver trails and crackling bursts soaring
high into the sky! A finale barrage of huge crackle breaks
brings out the wild side!
KILLED BY DEATH
*NEW* 16 shots - Golden palms with multicolored tips.
MAMMOTH PEONY
10 Shot - This item fills the sky with bright red, white, and blue
peonies.
POISON
12 Shot- Brocade mine to brocade king with red lemon with white
strobe, brocade king with blue green and gold strobe, brocade
king with purple blue with green strobe, brocade king with
yellow/green/gold strobe.
SALUTE TO THE TROOPS 45 SHOTS
45 Shot - Salute the armed forces with fans of beautiful brocade
mines that make way for blue and white strobe breaks with a with
a breathtaking delayed red strobe. A brilliant display of red, white,
and blue patriotic pride.

Pack

4/1

4/1

4/1

4/1

4/1

4/1

4/1

4/1
4/1

4/1

4/1

4/1

500G AERIALS
ITEM #
Item Name / Description
SANTA MUERTE
*NEW* 9 Shot - Huge performance in this mid-priced cake.
This cake will strike fear into your enemies.
DM599
SATURN RING
*NEW* 10 Shot - A true showpiece! Rings with double
crackle pistil, Rings with silk lace pistil, to finale!
DM512
SIZZLER
*NEW* 16 Shots - The heat is on with 16 sizzling shots of
intense cascading crackling palms with brilliant multicolored
LBMJ28
tips! This one is hot!
STAR SPANGLED MAMMOTH
*NEW* 10 Shot - This 500 gram item fills the sky with bright
red, white, and blue peonies. All 10 shots are classic and
DM5412
patriotic.
THE DETONATOR
12 Shot - Mega break technology, 2" silver tail aerial shells with
DM204C5
huge break of color.
WILLOW EXPLOSION
*NEW* 12 Shot - Willow effect Explosions featuring the
5PB0001
Nishiki effect.
3 MINUTE TIME BOMB
*NEW* 69 Shot- One of the longest lasting fireworks on the
DM5001
market. With a variety of effects!
LOUD-LOUDER-LOUDEST
*NEW* 25 Shot - Release the storm inside your self with this
500 gram cake. It has 25 shots of hard breaking variegated
shells to several crackling grass shells, a unique crackle
effect. This series repeats itself and ends in a finale of sky
filling crackle. These shells will glow with color like atoms in
DM5431
the sky.

OX5100

DM5278

DM5279

LBM-209

MUCHO GRANDE
20 shots - A large fan cake with brilliant color shells inside and
large brocade burst on each side. You will agree it is the big one!
OUT COLD
30 Shot - Features red and white strobe breaks to rapid fire blue
and white strobe breaks with a 5-shot finale of red with white
strobing and gold palms .
JAM PACKED
30 Shot - Green and red mines to green, blue and red peonies
ending is a finale of green and white strobe willows.
LIMITLESS
115 Shot - Unleash your ultimate potential with this action packed
rapid fire barrage of 115 fanned crackling color comets, mines,
whistles, and colorful strobing breaks. The vibrant colors and fast
pace will make you feel like anything is possible!

Pack

4/1

4/1

4/1

4/1

4/1

4/1

3/1

3/1

3/1

3/1

2/1

2/1

500G AERIALS
ITEM #
Item Name / Description
LONG HAUL
*NEW* 54 Shot - Hit the open road and enjoy the ride with 54
shots bright multi-color dahlias featuring aqua, red, green,
orange, purple, and lemon punctauted by rows of fanned
multi-color comets and mines! Take the next exit with a
finale barrage of white strobe mines and a sky full of vivid
LBM-212
colorful dahlias!
PYRO FURY
205 Shot - This item features fast zipper shots as well as huge
OX5125
fan shell bursts. This is a true finale in a box!

DM510

LBM-204

LBM-213

TWILIGHT TWISTER
*NEW* 19 Shot - Tourbillion with strobe pistils and
scrambling comets! A cake ready for professional displays.
300 SHOTS
*NEW* 300 Shot- Prepare for an epic barrage of 300 fanned
rapid fire color crackling comets, strobing tails, and whistles
speeding up to an intense finale that will get your blood
pumping and keep you on the edge of your seat. This is 300!
THRILLER
*NEW* 200 Shot - Get ready for a thrill with 200 shots of rapid
fanned red, green, blue, and lemon comets with white strobe
and crackle mines, intense red and green crackling comets
with blue mines, and a finale of huge fanned rows of gold
brocades with blue and white strobe followed by green and
red waves and powerful crackle! This one is an absolute
thriller!

3" 500G AERIALS
JELLYFISH JAMBOREE
9 Shot - Take a swim with gigantic jellyfish featuring nine
breathtaking shots of huge, colorful half peony breaks with
cascading jellyfish tails. Just like the real thing, these are
mesmerizing!
LBM-208

Pack

2/1

2/1

2/1

1/1

1/1

2/1

DM593

MEGABOMB
9 Shot - Low cost but great performance. This cake beats the
cost barrier to give you performance at a great price! Huge
breaks!

2/1

P5374

PYRO CANDY
9 Shot- Once again the 3 inches brocade crown king returns!
Traditional, powerful, long duration fallings and huge breaks!
must be your finale for your set-off. No more words about it!

2/1

JY0608

SNEAK ATTACK
9 Shot - This 9 on a board super awesome ring horsetail effects.

2/1

RELOADABLE ARTILLERY
ITEM #
Item Name / Description
BW-W515B- POLY PACK - ARTILLERY SHELL
V
Surprising performance at unbeatable pricing!
OX DOUBLE BREAK
12 Shot - These double break shells have twice the power of our
OX360A
best selling Top Shelf Artillery.
5 INCH NISHIKI BLAST 12/6 (ALL NISHIKI SHELLS)
Great long shell duration and will make you look like a
3PB0002
professional!
AMERICAN SPIRIT / MEGATON 60G
HF2013C24 Canister shells that are mind blowing!
RAGING BULL 5 INCH ARTILLERY
OX319-6
5" Super charged artillery with the power of a raging bull!
SKY TITAN
24 Shot - You've seen the others… Now see the best 60G
DM314
artillery on the market!

Pack
24/6

6/12

12/6
4/24
4/4/6

4/24

